
Jen-Ken AF3P 15/6 Kiln for Glass Fusing 
 
The Jen-Ken AF3P 15/6 Glass Fusing Kiln featuring the NEW Orton AF3P Pre-
Programmed One Smart Digital Controller is a "small" kiln with some very BIG kiln features! 
It can be used for a variety of glass fusing, draping and slumping projects from dishes and 
bowls, to vases, tiles and other warm glass creations. With this wonderful, dependable kiln, 
there is NO limit to your creativity! The Jen-Ken AF3P 15/6 kiln typically retails for $850.00 
and up PLUS shipping! We can add a quartz viewing WINDOW to this fabulous kiln for an 
additional $125.00.  
 
DIMENSIONS:  
 

INTERNAL: 15 inches wide, 6 inches deep WITHOUT shelf in place, and about 5 
inches deep WITH shelf in place.  

 
EXTERNAL: 27.5 x 22 inches x 15 inches high.  

  
WEIGHT: (set-up with kiln shelf in place) 80 pounds.  
 
CONTROLLER: Orton AF3P Pre-Programmed One Smart Controller that features multiple 
pre-programmed schedules of up to EIGHT ramp/soak segments each in length as follows:  
 

FOUR pre-set LARGE Piece Glass Firing Schedules to include Slumping/Draping, 
Tack Fusing, Full Fusing and Fire Polishing PLUS FOUR additional “OPEN” 
schedules  

 
FOUR pre-set SMALL Piece Glass Firing Schedules to include Slumping/Draping, 
Tack Fusing, Full Fusing and Fire Polishing PLUS FOUR additional “OPEN” 
schedules  

 
FOUR pre-set BEAD ANNEALING Schedules to include Small Moretti, Large 
Moretti, Borosilicate and Batch Annealing PLUS FOUR additional “OPEN” schedules  

  
FIVE pre-set PRECIOUS METAL CLAY Firing Schedules to include Fast Fire PMC+, 
Slow Fire PMC+, Slow Fire PMC3, PMC Standard and PMC Gold PLUS FOUR 
additional “OPEN” schedules  

 
CERAMIC CONE FIRING pre-set Firing Schedules from Cone 022 through 6 PLUS 
FOUR additional “OPEN” schedules  

 
**NOTE: Using any of the ceramic cone firing schedules you will ONLY be able to fire as 
high as the MAXIMUM firing temperature of this glass kiln, which would be 1700F.**  



Skip Step, Add Time, Add Temperature and Ramp and HOLD capabilities are also built into 
this fabulous controller, along with a Power Failure Resume feature.  
 
ELECTRICAL: 120 volts, 17 amps, has 6 foot power cord with three-prong 5-20R plug.  
 
MAXIMUM FIRING TEMPERATURE: 1700F  
 
INCLUDES: This fabulous kiln includes EVERYTHING you need to begin fusing right away! 
One kiln shelf, three kiln posts, one bag of kiln wash, instruction manual and kiln bricks or 
metal stand (depending on kiln weight and model).  
 

SHIPPING: This Jen-Ken kiln is built-to-order. Your kiln will ship within four weeks of 
payment, often much sooner, direct from the factory via UPS. Shipping charges are $80.00 
anywhere in the lower 48 states. Those customers residing in Hawaii and Alaska will need 
to contact the Lasses for additional shipping charges at twolassesglass@yahoo.com. 


